
What are Historic Building • To assist owners of historic buildings to repair and maintain properties
Grants Intended for? in order to improve the appearance of the City’s built heritage.

• To assist owners of historic buildings to use traditional materials and
techniques to preserve the historic fabric of the City.

Who Can Apply for an Anybody who has an interest in an historic building, whether it be listed, locally 
Historic Building Grant? listed, or in a Conservation Area, and is of special townscape value, providing

they intend or are in a position to carry out the works.

What Works are Eligible  Eligible works may include roof, chimneys, windows and doors, reinstatement
for Grant Aid? of traditional shopfronts and other works of replacement to the exterior of the

building which will improve or protect its character or appearance. Grants will
not be given for routine maintenance work, nor for the restoration of internal
features. Applications for work already completed will not normally be
considered.

How much Historic Building Two competitive tenders must be submitted for the total cost of the works.
Grant Aid is Available? Subject to the availability of funds, the grant may cover up to 25% of eligible

costs, subject to the merits of the works up to a maximum of £2,000. 
The balance must be met by the applicants.

When is a Historic Building On completion of the works receipted bills must be submitted to the City  
Grant Paid? Council. The works will then be inspected by the Conservation Officer and

providing they have been carried out to the Council’s satisfaction, arrangements
for the grant payment will be made.

Standard of Works It is essential that all works of repair and restoration are carried out to a
satisfactory standard, using appropriate materials, method and design.  You are
therefore advised to obtain professional advice and ensure that only contractors
with appropriate experience are used.

Conditions All grants will be offered subject to conditions.  Conditions may vary subject to
the works, but standard conditions include the quality of the works are
undertaken within a certain time, comply with an approved scheme of works
and are available for inspection by the City Council’s conservation staff.

Remember The Historic Building Grant is a small, fixed budget awarded at the discretion of
the City Council.  The fact that an application appears to meet all the relevant
criteria does not mean that a grant will automatically be awarded.

Historic Buildings Grant Aid
Guidance Notes


